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Formalizing Mathematis

What Faithful representation of proofs in a omputer

Why High guarantee of orretness

Why Presentation and exhange

Why Appliations



Construtive MathematisIntuitionisti logi (Brouwer): do not aept A _ :A no lear interpretation of this axiom realizability: proof of 8x:9y:P (x; y) de�nes a (omputable)funtionNatural examples:

� Curry{Howard isomorphism

� internal logi of a topos



Program ExtrationIdea: make the impliit algorithm in a proof of 8x:9y:P(x; y)expliit distintion between the atual algorithm and its properties proofs may inuene results of omputations (e.g. 1x)Useful when orretness is more dear than eÆieny



The Fundamental Theorem of AlgebraTheorem. Let f be a non-onstant polynomial with omplexoeÆients. Then f has a root, i.e., there exists a omplexnumber z suh that f(z) = 0.Proof. [H. Kneser, 1940℄ Let f be a polynomial over C . Thenjf(z)j �! 1 as jzj �! 1, therefore jf j has a minimum at z0 2 C .

Take g(z) = f(z � z0) = Pni=0 anzn and suppose g(0) 6= 0. Takethe least k > 0 s.t. ak 6= 0; then g(z) = a0+ akzk +O �zk+1�.Taking " small enough, at z0 = " kq�a0ak the term in O �zk+1� willbe negligible, and jg(z0)j � ja0j(1� "k) < jg(0)j. Contradition.



The Fundamental Theorem of Algebra (ont.) not a onstrutive proof: we prove ::9z:f(z) = 0, whih isweaker than the intended 9z:f(z) = 0. however, given z suh that jf(z)j > 0 the proof ontains aonstrution of z0 with jf(z)j > jf(z0)j might this be used to de�ne a Cauhy sequene onvergingto a root of f?Problem: oniting demands on "



The FTA for Moni PolynomialsThree problems:

1. equality not deidable;

2. hoosing k with krjb0jjbkj minimal not possible;

3. taking kj with ���bkj ��� rkjj maximal not possible.



The FTA for Moni Polynomials (ont.)To solve (1): restate the result as

\if jf(zi)j <  then jf(zi+1)j < q"

with q as above.Now we an deide whether jf(zi)j < q or jf(zi)j > 0, and theproof an proeed as before.



The FTA for Moni Polynomials (ont.)To solve (2): take a minimum \up to ""; that is, simultaneouslyde�ne r0 and k0 suh that, given " > 0,ak0rk00 = a0+ "airi0 � " < ak0rk00

(Start with k0 = n, r0 = npa0 � ".For eah i down to 1:� { if airi0 < a0 do nothing;� { if airi0 > a0 � ", rede�ne k0 = i and r0 = iq(a0 � ")=ai.When i reahes 0, k0 and r0 will satisfy the above onditions.)



The Fundamental Theorem of Algebra: General CaseIdea: given f(z) = Pni=0 anzn, apply the previous result to f=an.Problem: even if f is non-onstant there is no guarantee thatan 6= 0. di�erent approah, proof by indution on n.



The Impliit Algorithm Made Expliit M. Kneser's original proof orresponds to the Newton{Raphsonalgorithm to �nd a root of the polynomial the version presented (and formalized) is slightly less eÆient,beause ki's start at 0 instead of �1 urrently, basi arithmeti too slow; omputation of squareroots in R takes too long



Conlusions & Future Work

� Formalizing mathematis is useful

� \Forgetting" the priniple of the exluded middle not toodramati
� Program extration may one day be \right" way to program


